KOSEN-RUFU GONGYO MEETING

The first Sunday of each month will be a virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo Meeting. Please refer to “2021-ORG-033 First Sunday Virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo Meetings” for more information. The week 1 (July 4) curriculum contains a suggested agenda and the video to be shown at your virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo meeting.

SOKA SPIRIT CURRICULUM

Please find the weekly Soka Spirit study curriculum here: https://www.sgi-usa.org/monthly-downloads/.

RHYTHM

As a reminder, let’s ensure that region leaders have the opportunity to share closing encouragement by adhering to the following rhythm:

- Week 1 - Zone–National Leader (Kosen-rufu Gongyo)
- Week 2 - Region Leader
- Week 3 - Zone–National Leader
- Week 4 - Region Leader
- Week 5 (if applicable) - Region Leader

(Region through national line leaders from any division can be invited to share encouragement.)

STUDY SUPPORT MATERIAL - MONTHLY REGION STUDY MEETING

Please find the study support material on Ikeda Sensei’s “The Buddhism of The Sun: Illuminating the World” series published in the Living Buddhism for your monthly region study meeting here: https://www.sgi-usa.org/monthly-downloads/.

RHYTHM

As a reminder, let’s ensure that region leaders have the opportunity to give the study lecture by adhering to the following rhythm:

- July - Region Leader
- August - Zone through National Leader
- September - Region Leader
- October - Zone through National Leader
- November - Region Leader
- December - Zone through National Leader

(Region through national line leaders from any division can give the lecture.)

Note: Since there are no in-person SGI-USA activities due to COVID-19, please utilize the content provided for your virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo meetings, Soka Spirit encouragement meetings and monthly region study meetings taking place on Zoom.